New Configuration of Eastbound Maitland Boulevard
(State Road 414) Opening on September 8

Orlando — Maitland motorists who travel on eastbound Maitland Boulevard (State Road 414) will experience a new configuration as soon as the morning of September 8.

The entrance points to eastbound Interstate 4 (I-4) from eastbound Maitland Boulevard will be accessible via two new ramps leading to the permanent elevated roadway. The ramps to eastbound Maitland Boulevard are located just beyond Maitland Summit Boulevard and Keller Road. Signage will guide motorists toward eastbound I-4 on one lane of the new elevated roadway. Motorists seeking to access arterial roads or westbound I-4 will continue on eastbound Maitland Boulevard at ground level.

This interim configuration is necessary to continue constructing eastbound Maitland Boulevard and connecting the interchange ramps.

Later in September, a second shift of eastbound Maitland Boulevard will occur following this new configuration. Motorists and members of the media may bookmark or check i4ultimate.com/EB414 for additional resources and the most recent information regarding changes to eastbound Maitland Boulevard.

Modifications or extensions to this schedule may become necessary due to weather delays or other unforeseen conditions. Motorists are advised to maintain a safe speed when driving through the work zone.

For questions, please contact Jessica Ottaviano, FDOT Communications Specialist, at (386)-943-5473/Jessica.Ottaviano@dot.state.fl.us or David Parks, I-4 Ultimate Public Information Officer, at davidparks@i4ultimate.com.
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